
And thinking outside of the box was almost the first

thing required of the Anders team. 

“When I first came on board, STAGES was using a

financial software that made things more

complicated,” said Anderson. “I couldn’t pull reports

the way I needed to, with the categorizations that

made the most sense.”

Without transparent financials, it was difficult for

Anderson to bring her salient recommendations to

the Board and finance committee. It was also

challenging to understand not-for-profit revenue

recognition with the current structure.

THE SITUATION

When Earlene Anderson, Finance Manager at

STAGES St. Louis, the region’s only year-round

arts school with a comprehensive curriculum run

by a professional theatre company, accepted her

current position, she knew she would be taking her

accountant/advisor with her.

Jeanne Dee, Partner at Anders CPAs+ Advisors

had recently switched positions, too, having come

to Anders CPAs + Advisors after leaving her

previous firm.

Anderson soon came to learn that Jeanne’s new

position benefited STAGES. “Jeanne has a whole

notfor- profit department backing her,” she said.

“Anders’ size and willingness to innovate bolsters

THE CHALLENGES

Anders supports my team
and our function; they are
where we begin and end on
lots of issues.

THE ANDERS SOLUTION

Jeanne discussed the challenges with the entire not-

for-profit team at Anders, and then came in to

discuss findings with Anderson and her staff,

advising them about the general software conversion

and, more importantly, re-categorizing within the

software to better meet the organization’s needs.

“We are now categorizing finances based on

functions, as opposed to departments,” said

Anderson. “This is huge because we now have a

very clear picture of where we are making and losing

money and where our fundraising efforts need to be

directed.”

With clarity and a streamlined process come better

decisions for the organization.

Now, mission critical decisions are backed by

transparent data for all stakeholders in the

organization. “The not-for-profit team at Anders

helped with this foundational element, but they are

always there to serve as advisors and educators as

well,” notes Anderson. 

“When the Board had questions about specific

campaign endowments, Anders’ professionals

came in to explain it and worked with my staff to

understand it in the way we needed to.”

Anderson says Jeanne and her team are always

available to help her navigate a variety of issues.

“Jeanne and her team are approachable,

knowledgeable, and responsive.”
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